


Engineering Kompetenz 
is a promise.

Today, machining is more than just about turning, milling, drilling and threading. Perfection and pre-

cision are merely a stepping stone to your success. It’s about much more. It’s about goals that still 

seem unattainable – and about solutions that still seem unimaginable today, but will already become 

the new benchmark tomorrow.

If you’re looking for solutions to meet the challenges that lie ahead, you’ll find Walter. You have our 

very own word on it: Engineering Kompetenz.



Focus on new goals. That’s the only way to create innovation. Through your ideas. Through your concep-

tion of what you want to achieve. After all, your success already starts with the challenges you set out 

to meet. That success is the driving force behind every one of our solutions – and marks the advent of 

a new kind of perfection.

With speed, efficiency and precision, you’ll surpass every standard with Walter. Harness our specialist 

expertise to unlock undreamt-of potential in your projects. Join with us in exploring new ways to reach 

your goals, always in dialogue and on an equal footing from engineer to engineer. With Walter, you’ll be 

opening up a whole new world of possibilities.

The source of your success.



A tradition of commitment to what 
matters most: your goals.

Strong characters are not made overnight. They evolve over time, learn through challenges overcome 

and mature with the successes achieved. Ultimately, never losing sight of your goals – and knowing 

how to reach them – calls for a wealth of experience.

With Walter, you’re drawing on a total of over 380 years’ experience and, with our solutions, on new 

milestones in machining. Every one of our products embodies not just precision, perfection and qual-

ity, but also expertise in turning, drilling, threading and milling. Today, the Walter corporate brand 

and its competence brands represent the unique character you have come to know under Engineering 

Kompetenz – one that gives your projects an ever sharper cutting edge.



Engineering Kompetenz is worthwhile for every sector in many ways. Besides making business sense, 

it saves you time and guarantees you quality. Rest assured that we will examine everything from many 

different perspectives before recommending a solution. Have confidence in our dedication to offering 

you only what’s right for you with every one of our products and services.

This is why, at Walter, you’ll find innovative, cutting-edge solutions dovetailed with the needs of a host 

of different industries – from automotive and energy all the way to aerospace. Whatever your sector, 

we make sure you have just what it takes.

Perfectly equipped for 
every industry.



With Walter, you’ll achieve exceptional results without exceptional effort . Why? Because with 

our 45,000 standard tools, Engineering Kompetenz already offers you a wealth of solutions to 

let you beat the standard – and set new benchmarks in machining.

Add to that our relentless aspiration for innovation. We generate over 40 percent of sales with  

solutions we have developed within the last five years. With Walter, you can always rely on the state of 

the art, both now and in the future. It goes without saying that we never stop improving and fine-tuning 

everything for you.

Make it your standard to go 
beyond standard.



The greatest of all distinctions is your success – especially when you’re pursuing highly ambitious goals 

or striving to achieve something truly new. However out-of-the-ordinary your requirements are, there’s 

one thing you can always count on: Walter will provide just what it takes to make it happen.

At Walter, you’ll find specialised solutions for exceptional and particularly complex projects. Engineering 

Kompetenz gives you the edge in expertise. And our tailored solutions matched and programmed for 

each component will swiftly and significantly boost your productivity.

Give your projects that special 
something: success.



The secret to your success lies in a crystal-clear understanding of all processes. Walter Multiply lets 

you build on our in-depth experience. You can draw on every aspect of our expertise, from production 

solutions through logistics and software all the way to individual training conducted at your company.

We analyse your processes right down the line, identify ways of improving them and provide support 

in putting those changes in place. Boosting the efficiency of the entire production operation is only 

one of the benefits. The Multiply effect also means you can make every link in your process chain even 

more effective, efficient and expedient, long before the first chip flies.

Walter Multiply is one-stop expertise, every step of the way.

Total transparency in 
your processes.



Let your success rise 
to the surface.

The name Walter has always stood for innovative solutions. To keep it that way, we don’t reinvent the 

wheel every day, just when it makes sense. After all, innovations shouldn’t be simply new, they must also 

deliver fresh solutions every time, solutions that are better than anything that has gone before.

That’s what we call innovation – and that’s the launch pad for our daily work. For instance, with the 

special coatings and geometries of our solutions, you’ll recognise the results at first glance. But the 

real advantage goes deeper. With Walter, you’re unlocking the full potential of your every project.



Time is money. Don’t waste it by waiting around. When you’re half way through a project and the goal-

posts move, you have to react fast. Ultimately, setup time means downtime, and that’s time you don’t 

have for detours. So why not take a shortcut?

Walter Xpress opens up direct access to your tool of choice. It’s the quick and easy way to configure 

and order high-quality special tools online. From the word go, you know you can plan each project 

safely and reliably and that nothing will go wrong. With just a couple of clicks, your special tool is on 

its way to you. Exceptionally fast – from the idea to your doorstep.

Just as you expected. 
Only faster.



With Walter, you can rely on precision in its purest form. Ultimately, your projects deserve solutions 

that have not only been thought through to the very last detail but carried out to absolute perfection. 

Nothing less will satisfy your expectations, or ours. In other words, you can take every one of our solu-

tions as proof of Engineering Kompetenz.

What’s more, you can take it literally when we talk of perfection. Because that’s exactly what we  

deliver. A total of over 380 years’ experience in toolmaking, 45,000 standard tools, over 200 patents 

and some 4,000 employees worldwide speak not only for our expertise but also for something very 

special: With Walter, you’ve found the right partner for your success.

Is it beyond measure to 
make every μ count?



If you’re looking for innovative solutions, 
you’ll find Walter. All over the world.

Wherever you’re planning or implementing your next project, we’re there for you. At our headquarters 

in Germany and with more than 30 sales and production companies worldwide as well as our regional 

competence centres and distribution centres in the Americas, Europe and Asia.

There and everywhere across the globe, Walter stands for Engineering Kompetenz. For solutions that 

mark milestones in machining, helping you reach your goals right on target more rapidly and reliably. 

Solutions that make your projects more efficient and effective. And prove once again that you can 

always depend on us to keep our promise: Engineering Kompetenz.






